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Introduction  
                                           
South London Inclusive Dance Experience (SLiDE), is a Croydon-based dance company and 
registered charity, founded in 2013. The company creates engaging and exciting opportunities 
for people to encounter dance, to include all areas of society, and to expand understanding of 
what dance is and can be. SLiDE’s values are accessibility, collaboration, creativity, play and 
quality.   

SLiDE has extensive experience of delivering high quality projects, working with over 800 
disabled and non-disabled people aged 5-95 each year. Participatory projects have included 
residencies at St.Christopher’s Hospice and Fairfield Halls. SLiDE has partnered with galleries 
such as TURF and Turner Contemporary and festivals, including Croydonites, to tour 
performances to new audiences.  

The experience gained through these projects, coupled with a desire to create performance 
opportunities for participants, led to the creation of the SLiDE Collective in 2018, supported by 
Croydon Council and Arts Council England.  The Collective is a group of disabled and non-
disabled, professional and non-professional performers and creatives aged 18-62.   

In 2018, the Collective first devised <Insert Title Here>, with two relaxed performances and a 
series of participatory community workshops.                                                                                   

“I can honestly say that it was one of the most uplifting and moving performances I have seen in 
a long time. I was totally engaged from the first movement to the last note, as was everyone else 
who had the privilege of experiencing such a motivational performance” Michelle Groves, 
Director of Education, Royal Academy of Dance 

<Insert title here> Braithwaite Hall, Croydon  
Photo: Vipul Sangoi



Project Outline and Objectives 

This project is guided by SLiDE's strategic plan to create high quality inclusive projects and 
performances:  

1: To develop the SLiDE Collective as a strong and flexible cohort of 
performers and facilitators, through rehearsal, performance and 
leadership development. 

Working alongside the Artistic Director (Gemma Coldicott) and Senior Producer (Emily Jameson) 
to share and develop skills in improvisation, performance and facilitation with each other and the 
community.  

2: To explore new ways to reach and engage with audiences through 
taking the work into town centres, galleries, community settings and 
SEN Schools.  

Touring to free festivals alongside ticketed events and developing the concept of extended 
audience interaction over a whole evening, with a SLiDE performance alongside a meal and 
ceilidh.  

3: To develop relationships with venues and festivals 

Work with Folk Dance Remixed, Turf Projects, St Giles School, Parkinsons UK and Fairfield Halls, 
developing an adaptable model for future touring.  To revisit and strengthen the full length work 
to be performed at the Croydonites Festival 2020. To create new, shorter versions of <Insert Title 
Here> with three performers for indoor and outdoor touring, performing at Margate NOW and 
Dance Festival Croydon, as part of Dance Umbrella takeover of Fairfield Halls.  
 



The Project Story    

Chapter 1: Pre-pandemic activity 

October 2019: Margate NOW  

Rehearsals took place at Trinity Laban and CYTO for the small scale, durational version of <Insert 
Title Here> featuring two dancers (Takeshi Matsumoto and Jack Conie) and one musician (Torrin 
Williams). The rehearsal process was seen as an extraordinary and at times very moving 
experience for the team."I was totally in awe of the rapport that seemed quickly forged between 
the three performers. There were stunning moments of quiet, intensity, stillness and connectivity.  
I noticed just how varied and challenging the dance work between Takeshi and Jack was. 
Similarly, the acoustic enabled Torrin to explore the huge array of sounds that the classical guitar 
can offer, from very small, quiet and minute, to big lush melody." Sophie Standford (Photography 
and video) 

The only negative reflection was that the musician was not always present and everyone would 
have liked more rehearsal days as there was a richness in working in a small group.  

The performance at Margate NOW, Turner Contemporary Gallery was conceived as an audience 
‘encounter' within the context of the gallery rather than a structured, traditional, staged 
performance. The performance was supposed to take place outside but the poor weather 
conditions meant it moved to side the gallery. A film of the performance can be viewed here: 
https://vimeo.com/394636358 

<Insert title here> 6th October 2019, Sunley Gallery, Turner Contemporary 
Photo: Sophie Standford

https://vimeo.com/394636358


"The performance was an outcome of a collaborative process, reflecting how to work artistically 
and inclusively with people with disabilities. I was struck by Jack’s ability and skill to hold a given 
theme throughout and perform with improvisation. I learned from him to be still and stretch the 
time for longer." Takeshi  

The work was seen by around 150 visitors to the gallery who stopped to watch and around 35 
engaged with the work for 5-10 minutes. The work was performed in three 30 minutes episodes 

"Dear Jack, what a fab dance. I loved the way you connected with the musician.” audience 
member.  

"What I saw was the compression and tension of muscles without a physical touch. There was a 
complementarity with fluidity.  When we pause and rest, there is balance and peace (reflected 
when the dancers rested)- thank you for a beautiful piece of art” audience member.  

Titles provided by the audience: Appendix 2 

Jack and Takeshi  
Photo: Heather Tait 



October 2019: Dance Festival Croydon, as part of Dance Umbrella takeover of Fairfield Halls 

For this event <Insert Title Here> was performed as a duet between Sorrel De Paula Hanika 
(dancer) and Sarah Butcher (cellist). It was originally pitched to the festival directors as an 
intimate performance with a small audience on stage with the performers, maintaining the 
original concepts of the piece: in the round, improvised performance.  Unfortunately, this format 
was not approved due to venue constraints which along with limited rehearsal time, meant it was 
not possible to include a learning disabled member of the Collective in the performance. 

On a positive note, Gemma reflected that the performers responded well to the challenge of 
adapting the piece and that the work looked good in the theatre setting with full production and 
it was interesting to see it in this way. It was important for SLiDE to be part of Dance Festival 
Croydon and to perform for the first time at Fairfield Halls, so that was overridden by regrets 
about re-formatting and the absence of a learning disabled performer.  

"I learned how to trust my partner when moving around, how to take time, think and use more 
of the stage area. I increased my knowledge of how to move my body although certainly could 
have done with more time on this. It was challenging to perform as a duet and I really felt the 
spaces on stage and the sparseness of the action. But I loved performing with Sorrel and her 
movement really inspired me and gave me confidence." Sarah 

Sorrel and Sarah 
Photo: Sophie Standford 

"I was forced to trust my own 
creative process which definitely 
took me out of my comfort zone. I 
did get more confident doing this as 
the process went on. It felt weighty 
to perform <Insert Title Here> as a 
duet, like there were more 
intentions than we could possibly 
portray but it was nice to be able to 
pick and choose and mould those 
into our own story." Sorrel 

275 people watched the 
performance.  

Audience responses: Appendix 3 

January 2020: SLiDE Ceilidh  
Three members of the Collective 
(Jack, Vicky and Sarah) did an 
improvised performance at the 
ceilidh as the 125 participants 
gathered. 



Chapter 2: The COVID factor 
cancellations, connection and creativity

In March 2020, the whole country was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and the 
government restrictions imposed to control the spread of the virus.  Like organisations across the 
country, SLiDE suffered the immediate effects of a unprecedented wave of cancelled activity:  

Rehearsals at Stanley Halls: Throughout March   
Performance and Ceilidh: Sunday 29th March 
Reflection party session: Friday 3rd April 
Workshops with Parkinson’s dance group: Thursday 19th March  
Workshops at St.Giles School: Friday 20th March 
Performance workshop at Phoenix Arts Space, Brighton: 23rd April   

In April, the focus of the Collective was turned to the wellbeing of the Collective members and 
staying connected throughout lockdown.  From mid May to early August, weekly Zoom sessions 
were facilitated with 11 members of the Collective. Technical support was given to the Collective 
by Kevin D’Souza, Development Manager, to ensure everyone could fully participate.  

Connecting and collaborating creatively via an online platform was a new, unanticipated 
development for the Collective and during this time they experimented with activities, including: 

• Conversations and checking in around well-being and mood   
• Creative tasks set by different group members for example a statue photo challenge and 

drawing into dancing with Takeshi 
• Sarah and Takeshi contributed with live music for creative tasks and mindfulness  

 

CANCELLED 

Zoom dance workshop July 28th 2020



Chapter 3: An unexpected outcome 
'Knowing Togetherness' 

In June, the Collective members were invited to film themselves dancing outside, responding to 
their surroundings and current mood. The dancers enjoyed the challenge and some interesting 
films emerged. Anna Arthur, at this time was planning to transfer the Croydonites Festival online, 
commissioned a new SLiDE dance film.  

When lockdown restrictions eased, Gemma met with the less experienced Collective members 
to support them in dancing and filming. In post-production Gemma collaborated with an 
animator to help to bring connections between the dancers who, given social distancing, did not 
share scenes together. The resulting film 'Knowing Togetherness' was submitted to the FLUX 
Film Festival in August (FilmOxford) and won the Dance and Movement category prize.   
 

Audience feedback:   

"So beautiful. The dance, expression, cinematography and music. Serene and slightly mournful 
with a message of our connectedness”. Marie 

"I love the use of photography, the sunlight and the patterns it made as the dancers interact with 
their surroundings. That park is lovely, and the touches of life we see as they dance, like the 
walkers and runners in the park. Seeing this production makes me understand all the aspects of 
putting dance together!" Jennifer 

The film ‘Knowing Togetherness’ can be viewed here: https://vimeo.com/451079839 

https://vimeo.com/451079839


Chapter 4: In and out of lockdown 
September-November 2020: As government guidance changed, the Collective were able to 
meet weekly, outdoors (Park Hill Park) and later indoors (Fairfield Halls). The dancers and 
musician worked towards creative exchanges with MOSS (learning disabled visual artists) and 
performances at TURF Gallery (Whitgift Centre). 6 public performances (2 with BSL 
interpretation) were planned to take place in early November.  

4th November: An afternoon of in-person workshops with members of MOSS who drew in 
reposes to the dancers and music. Additional MOSS members joined in via Zoom.  

"It was relaxing and took my stress away. It was inspiring and great to experiment. I enjoy that 
more. Experimenting. It helps your confidence in trying to make art in different ways”. Wendy, 
MOSS member  

“Good energy and sometimes a slow dance”. Delroy, MOSS member  

“I thought the performances were great. I don’t think I have ever focused on performers so much 
before. I have never drawn dancers before. It was a really nice session” Callum, MOSS volunteer 
 

Improvised dancing, music and exchanges with MOSS at TURF 4th Nov 2020 
Photos: Camilla Greenwell



6th and 7th November: Unfortunately the second lockdown forced plans to be radically 
changed and the Collective had one rehearsal to shift focus to online performance practice. 
<Insert title here> 2020 was adapted to an online performance via zoom, comprising of 30 
minutes of performance, a screening of 'Knowing Togetherness' and a Q & A session. 32 
audience members joined the 4 performances.  

“A live collaborative dance performance on zoom was SO brave and it really paid off, it was 
really beautiful and one of the most engaging zoom performances I've seen on zoom.” Sarah-
Jane Wingrove, audience member (Project Coordinator, Face Front Inclusive Theatre) 

"We missed contact work for sure, it is very essential for dancers to share the bond and 
connection between other movers. Collaborating with Devaki with such a short amount of time 
was really refreshing and great to experience this again as it reminded me of training and taking 
collaborative projects involving musicians. I feel very grateful. The process during this project 
was responsive and experimental using Gemma's tasks/improvisation scores to produce ideas 
towards the project. We had a collective energy that was always varied." Takeshi 

“It was a touching and beautiful experience and not impacted at all by being on Zoom. A great 
sensitivity and presence, it was wonderful to see everyone moving.” Audience member, Zoom 
performance.  

Audience responses: Appendix 4 

SLiDE Collective performing together on Zoom Nov 7th 2020



Project headlines 
  

14 diverse performers 
6 new performers introduced to SLiDE Collective  

2 workshops and 12 rehearsal hours pre-lockdown 
17 online zoom workshops across two lockdowns 

7 in-person rehearsals at Fairfield Halls & Park Hill Park   
  3 live relaxed in-person performances 

1 afternoon of collaboration with 10 MOSS visual artists  
20 audience members across 4 relaxed zoom performances           

 550 audience members at 3 live festival/event performances   
Winner of best dance and movement film for ‘Knowing 

Togetherness’ Flux Online Moving Image Festival 
  

Musician and dancer creative exchange, 4th Nov 2020 
Photo: Camilla Greenwell



SPOTLIGHT ON audience engagement:  
social media engagement to Nov 2020 

Instagram:  
11 posts, 249 engagements 

Facebook:  
82 new followers 

29 posts, 4697 reach, 983 engagements  
Twitter:  

44 new followers  
6 posts, 3494 impressions, 110 engagements  

‘Knowing Togetherness’: 
 338 views 

  
 

MOSS members join SLiDE to dance on 4th Nov 2020 
Photo: Camilla Greenwell



Audience engagement:  
diversity and direct interaction  

DIVERSITY within SLiDE audiences reflects the diversity that exists within the SLiDE Collective. 
The work appeals to a wide range of audiences in terms of age, background and theatre going 
experience. SLiDE's mission is to present high quality, relaxed performances. “It was so 
enjoyable. I loved the relaxed nature of the presentation and thought the work being shown was 
really thought provoking, creative and at times rather moving.” Audience member, 6th 
November.  

A core aim of this project was to reach out to new audiences and the performance at Margate 
NOW and Dance Festival Croydon were both 'firsts'; it was the first time that SLiDE had 
performed in Kent, at Fairfield Halls and in a visual art setting. Therefore this project engaged 
with people who were previously unfamiliar with SLiDE's work. 

The planned community workshops, co-led by disabled and non-disabled dancers of the 
Collective, would be a new delivery model for SLiDE and allow Collective members to develop 
new facilitation methods. Unfortunately, these workshops were a casualty of the 2020 lockdown 
but the development of new facilitation methods is planned for 2021. Likewise, the planned 
event in partnership with Folk Dance Remixed (known for their fusion of folk and hip hop music) 
would be likely to have a wide audience appeal and will form part of future plans.  

DIRECT INTERACTION is a fundamental feature of <Insert title here> through the invitation to 
audiences to provide a title for the performance on the back of a postcard. This idea had been 
tested in the 2018 version of <Insert title here>  and was a successful way to engage audiences, 
providing a unique insight into their interpretation of the work. This also offered opportunities 
for performers to interact directly with audience and thereby increase their confidence in this.  

Audiences at the live performances were observed to be "enthralled, with lots of delighted 
faces. People were extremely respectful of the work". In the Turner Contemporary performance, 
where audience members could come and go freely, many people were seen to sit for up to 15 
minutes watching the performance.  Gemma observed that the act of naming the piece seemed 
particularly well suited to the context of a gallery space and inspired conversations with audience 
members both during and after the performance. Gallery attendees generally caught hold of the 
concept extremely quickly and enjoyed this form of interaction and contribution.  

However this interaction, in naming the work, was not lost in the Zoom setting and was managed 
through the chat function during and after performances and in between through discussion. 
Members of the SLiDE community joined the audience which helped to stimulate discussions. 
The methods used received good audience feedback, “Providing opportunities for the audience 
to engage with the presentation throughout was really helpful to keep a ‘liveness’ and an 
element of authenticity about the event” audience member, 7th November.  



Reflections and lessons in resilience  

Creative practice - spaces  
Through this project, the SLiDE Collective experienced a variety of performance settings, 
including online, outdoor and gallery spaces. 

This variety demanded a level of focus and flexibility from all the performers and on reflection, 
there were noted differences and preferences articulated by the Collective members. The most 
formal of performance settings, Turner Contemporary gallery, was found to be a very dynamic 
setting with lots of shifts in terms of energy and numbers of people and this was challenging for 
the performers. Gemma remarked that the level of focus demonstrated by Torrin, Jack and 
Takeshi in this space was "exceptional and inspiring".   

"It was so interesting to see just how much the performance space impacted on the piece. In a 
public space that is full of sounds, I wondered whether there was conflict for the dancers 
deciding whether to respond to the music or to the sounds of the space. In the comparative 
quiet of CYTO, the music had a definite role as part of the group of performers; whereas in the 
gallery space the sound from a classical guitar didn’t seem able to hold the same integrity in the 
piece." Sophie  
 

Rehearsal at CYTO for Margate NOW performance, October 5th 2019 
Photo: Sophie Standford



Creative practice - dance  
The choreographic process which was adopted throughout this project was ambitious, 
experimental and responsive to the ever-changing circumstances in which the Collective was 
working.  The dancers set tasks for each other offering critique of the responses. They worked 
together, often remote from each other physically, to extend their movement vocabulary, using 
tools such as ‘repeat and remember’ and ‘select and order’. 

"Since Jack joined SLiDE he has been given the opportunity to express his love of dancing, 
being on stage and helping others to enjoy dancing. He has grown in his ability to perform and 
interact with other dancers, he loves learning more and more techniques. He has gained a lot of 
confidence in the process. I was pleasantly surprised to see him confidently interact with the 
general public."Jacks' parent 

"I was reminded through this project to be and let others be. To take time to listen and to look, 
enjoy silence and stillness, there’s nothing wrong. I would like the project to continue exploring 
with more audiences and possibly combining the virtual with in person, live and sensory 
experiences." Maria (Dancer) 

“Somehow I felt the movements so close to me, because I am also trying to move with nature. 
Also it has brought a vibrant energy into a framed zoom space. Watching the dancers 
performing at home has generated a similar ‘nature energy’ from within me” Audience member, 
7th November 

SLiDE Collective dancers performing together on Zoom Nov 7th 2020



Creative practice - music  

Live, improvised music was conceived as a key element of this project and one of the unforeseen 
disruptive impacts of COVID was that new musicians were introduced to the Collective, thereby 
widening their experience. Dancer Takeshi also played the violin with the group during the in-
person sessions at Fairfield Halls and was able to move with the dancers. Further integrating the 
musicians amongst the performers, will add more creative richness and exploration for future 
projects.  
 

Musicians, Torrin Williams and Devaki Thomas, reflect on their learning through the challenges 
and successes of the project:  

 "Some of the best advice that I received was letting me know that playing continuously was not 
necessary and that some silence on my part was very beneficial to the performance as a whole. I 
also enjoyed talking to Takeshi about how the different styles of music I play affect the way he 
dances." Torrin  

“It was hard to exchange energy between us over Zoom. In-person exchanges between music 
and dance…it is so nuanced, you pick up tiny little cues, even the way someone is breathing. It 
makes you think of another way to play, or sing, or tap or a new tempo. But I was happy to 
experience the in-person performance and Zoom. On Zoom it was so much harder to focus on 
the dancers. Trying to feel and react to them, you have to work much harder to focus your 
energy to make the connections happen. But in the second Zoom performance the connection 
and the ability to feel each other grew so much” Devaki 

Devaki improvising with the dancers, 4th Nov 2020 
Photo: Camilla Greenwell



Creative practice - collaboration 
The shorter version of <Insert Title Here> was formed as a series of improvised dance pieces, 
structured around given "titles".  In the first live performances in Croydon and Margate, the 
dancers and musician decided on which titles to respond to and this format worked well. 

"Responding to some of given titles, especially the more abstract titles such as ‘friendship' or 
‘holding hands’, become a little more difficult to imagine a musical idea however my primary 
focus was reacting to the dancers and so often the titles came as a secondary function." Torrin  

Everyone involved in the project expressed a view that more face to face rehearsal time would 
have been beneficial, perhaps inevitably given the social distance that was enforced on everyone 
as a result of COVID.  This seems particularly important within an improvised process, as more 
contact time would allow for a greater level of understanding and emotional connection 
between musician and performer, possibly more movement involving the musician and an 
opportunity to focus on movement detail, as suggested by the project photographer:  

"Reviewing the video I noticed how static Torrin the musician was. Contact between the dancers 
and the musician was frequent and interesting. Jack often seemed to use Torrin as a base to 
energise and return to. However, the guitar is confined to a seated, static position. Perhaps his 
chair could be moved to different locations to prompt him to move within the space, within the 
interpretation of the title. I also found video of a discussion between Gemma and Torrin around 
detailed movement of hands in particular reflecting some of the things Torrin does with his hands 
and body when he plays. This could be interesting to develop and could further increase his 
integration in the performance." Sophie 
 

Collaborating with filmmakers is 
likely to be an interesting future 
development for SLiDE following this 
project and some significant points 
of learning were reflected through 
the evaluation process in relation to 
this, as expressed here: 

"Capturing improvisation with 
dancers is tricky because it’s 
impossible to plan/anticipate what 
the dancer(s) will do. Having periods 
where limitations are imposed e.g. a 
game with rules, certainly help video 
capture. I was also concerned that 
my presence at times was distracting 
Jack as he often looks straight into Jack, Takeshi and Torrin 

Photo: Sophie Standford



the camera, and I was concerned that this might be detrimental to his performance." Sophie 

Finally, it is clear through the process of evaluating the success of this project, that it has tested 
the resilience of SLiDE Collective, both personally and creatively.  The project was severely 
hampered as a consequence of COVID restrictions.  The nature of performance and the 
collaborative creative process is such that it demands connection, both physically and otherwise.  
In extraordinary times, the Collective discovered new ways of maintaining their creative process 
and adapting to new models of performing. They were tested and they rose to the challenge of 
2020. 

"Dealing in this situation in the arts and approaching ways for dance to work during these times. 
Adapting quickly, thoroughly and calm during this new path" Maria (Dancer)  

 

The SLiDE Collective performers at TURF with Artistic Director Gemma Coldicott  
4th November 2020 

Photo: Camilla Greenwell



The future for SLiDE:     
"Something great can come from this" 

Naturally, much of what was planned for this project was not realised. The challenges and 
frustrating reality of 2020 were extraordinary and unexpected.  But the commitment and creative 
energy of the SliDE Collective was undeterred and this project has generated momentum and 
enthusiasm for ambitious plans for the future.   

Dedicated time with a project mentor provided an invaluable opportunity to reflect on where 
these ambitions lie and the following are emerging next steps for SLiDE: 

• To tour the work to more galleries. Following the success of this project current discussions are 
ongoing with Kettle’s Yard (Cambridge), NOW gallery in Greenwich, Phoenix Gallery (Brighton)  

• To develop <Insert title here> 2021 with the Collective ‘re-setting’ the work with dancers in a 
regional locations 

• To develop the facilitation skills of the SLiDE Collective to increase confidence when co-leading 
community workshops  

• To create a performance for young audiences (an R&D proposal is currently being considered 
by Unlimited)  

• To develop a SLiDE ‘guidebook’ documenting our practice and sharing it industry wide  

• To develop a new dance film for young audiences with an animation element 

• To deliver training for SLiDE champions and Collective members on audience interaction 

"Everyone involved in <Insert Title Here> has given so much, proving that there are always new 
ways to do things, always new ideas to explore and always things to learn about who we are.  
More than ever, we are determined to come together and create dance that moves and inspires 
audiences.  Something great can come from this experience." Gemma Coldicott, SLiDE Artistic 
Director 



Appendix 1: Project Team   
SLiDE Collective Performers:   
Kumi Akatsuka 
Aaron Baksh 
Sarah Butcher 
William Colgate 
Jack Conie 
Maria Da Luz Ghoumrassi 
Sorrel De Paula Hanika 
Vicky Malin 
Takeshi Matsumoto 
Noelle McFadden 
Fifi Tetteh 
Devaki Thomas 
Ese Uduehi 
Torrin Williams 

Gemma Coldicott:  Artistic Director   
Emily Jameson: Senior Producer 
Kevin D’Souza: Development Manager  

Ezi Ogbonna: SLiDE Project Assistant  
Izzy Bianchini: Evaluator (Sept 2019 - March 2020)  
Julia Roberts: Evaluator ( Dec 2020)                                                                                         
MOSS (The Makers of Stuff Squad) 
Jhinuk Sarkar: Head of Accessibility and Community at TURF 
Sophie Standford: video/photography  
Camilla Greenwell: photography  
Anusha Subramanyam: Dance Festival Croydon, Director  
Anna Arthur: Croydonites Festival of New Theatre, Director   
Sarah Pickthall: Organisational Mentor  
Win Edson: Animator 
Rebekah Spencer: BSL Interpretor 
Jenny Duff: Margate NOW Festival Coordinator 

Appendix 2: Sample of titles from Margate NOW  

Beauty comes from within 
Doing different moves with a box 
Moving with a box 

Going around in circles  
Calm within a storm  
Relaxing and calm 



Come and close together 
Moving as a team 
Holding to each other  
Dancing with soul  
Pulling and stretching 
Finding found 
The sound of movement  
Silent movement  
Sound waves of sound 
Possession 
In the wake of a storm  

Exploring the deep  
Floating in the clouds 
Climbing a mountain   
Asymmetric mirror 
Floating branches 
Autumn leaves 
Balance on one leg 
Swaying and turning  
Here on Sunday, by chance, together 
Friends under the sea 
A gentle breeze  

Appendix 3: Sample of titles from Dance Festival Croydon
Hide and Seek 
Acceptance
Emotion counter motion  
Silhouetta
Cello bridge 
A Path to Nothingness 
Strength in Flow 
Would you catch me if I fell?
Space between us 
In preparation for 
Space between 
Peaceful dreams 
One frame two faces
As memory serves 
Walls and enemies aren’t helpful, bridges and friends are 

Appendix 4: Sample of titles from Zoom audience  
  
Trapped                                                   
Itchy Feet 
Primal quartet 
Triptych wonders 
On edge 
The dancing flame 
In between earth and sky 
Released from the chrysalis 

Something fragile becoming whole 
Flying together 
Wind through trees 
Breeze through bushes 
Gentle dancing with my second self 
Starting out 
Memory of water  
Night forest walk


